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1.- Introduction

Asymptotically autonomous systems (L. Markus

-1956)

A system of differential equation

x′ = f(x) + p(t, x) (1)

is said to be asymptotically autonomous, if the

function p ∈ C(R+×Rn,Rn) satisfies the follow-

ing condition

lim
t→∞ |p(t, x)| = 0 (2)

uniformly with respect to x on every compact

subset from Rn, where | · | is a norm on Rn.

Autonomous system

x′ = f(x) (3)

is called a limiting system for (1).

Denote by F (t, x) := f(x) + p(t, x) ∈ C(R+ ×
Rn,Rn) the right hand side of system (1), where

C(R+ × Rn,Rn) is the space of all continuous

functions F : R+ × Rn 7→ Rn equipped with the

compact-open topology.



Example 1 (Bessel’s equation) Consider the

equation

t2x′′ + tx′ + (t2 − α2)x = 0, (4)

or equivalently




x′ = y

y′ = −1
t y + (α2

t2
− 1)x,

(5)

with limiting system
{

x′ = y
y′ = −x .

(6)

Theorem 2 (L. Markus (1956), n = 2) Let

f ∈ C1(R2,R2), O = (0,0) be a critical point

of limiting system (3), i.e, f(0) = 0. Assume

that the variational system of (3) based on origin

O have characteristic values with negative real

parts. Then there exists a neighborhood U of O

and a time T such that lim
t→∞ |x(t)| = 0 for any

solution of equation (1) intersecting U no later

than T , i.e., the origin is an attracting point for

(1).

Let (C(R+×Rn,Rn),R+, σ) be the shift dynam-

ical system on C(R+×Rn,Rn) (or Bebutov’s dy-

namical system). For every function F ∈ C(R+×



Rn,Rn) we denote by H+(F ) := {Fτ : τ ∈ R+}
the closure of all positive translations of the

function F and by ΩF its ω-limit set, i.e., ΩF :=

{G : there exists a sequence τn → +∞ such that

Fτn → G}, where Fτ is τ-shift of the function F ,

i.e., Fτ(t, x) := F (t+τ, x) for all (t, x) ∈ R+×Rn.

Let F ∈ C(R+×Rn,Rn) be an arbitrary function.

Consider the equation

x′ = F (t, x). (7)

Along with equation (7) we consider its H-class,

i.e., the following family of equations

y′ = G(t, y) (G ∈ H+(F )). (8)

Example 3 1. Let F ∈ C(R+ × Rn;Rn) be as-

ymptotically autonomous, i.e., F (t, x) = f(x) +

p(t, x) and p satisfies condition (2). In this case

ΩF = {f}, i.e., its ω-limit set contains a single

function.

2. Let F ∈ C(R+ × Rn;Rn) be asymptotically

T periodic, i.e., F (t, x) = f(t, x) + p(t, x), f(t +

T, x) = f(t, x) and p satisfies condition (2). In



this case ΩF = {fτ : τ ∈ [0, T )}, i.e., its ω-

limit set contains a continuum functions and it

is isomorphic to unitary circle.

3. If F ∈ C(R+×Rn;Rn) is asymptotically quasi

periodic, i.e., F (t, x) = f(t, x) + p(t, x), f(t, x)

is quasi periodic with the spectrum of the fre-

quency ν1, ν2, . . . , νm and p satisfies condition (2).

In this case its ω-limit set is isomorphic to an m-

torus.

Theorem 4 (G. Sell (1971)) Let F ∈ C(Rn,Rn),

be regular, asymptotically autonomous and O ∈
Rn be the null solution equation (7), i.e, F (t,0) =

0 for all t ∈ R+. Assume that the null solution

of of the limiting equation (3) is uniformly as-

ymptotically stable. Then the null solution of

equation (7) uniformly asymptotically stable.

Remark 5 1. Note that Theorem 4 generalizes

Theorem of L. Markus in the following direc-

tions:

a. n is an arbitrary natural number (L. Markus

only n = 2);



b. right hand side f of the limiting equation is

only continuous (L. Markus, f ∈ C1(R2,R2));

c. the null solution of limiting equation (3) is

only uniformly asymptotically stable (L. Markus,

O is uniformly exponentially stable (In fact,

Reλi < 0 (i = 1,2), λ1, λ2 are character-

istic values of the origin for the variational

equation for (3)).

2. It is easy to see that there are examples with

uniformly asymptotically stable origin which is

not uniformly exponentially stable. For example

x′ = −x3 (n = 1).

2.- Problem of Global Asymptotic Stability

The aim of this talk is the study the problem of

global asymptotic stability of trivial solutions of

non-autonomous dynamical systems (both with

continuous and discrete time). We study this

problem in the framework of general non-auto-

nomous dynamical systems (cocycles).



Consider a differential equation

x′ = f(t, x) f ∈ C(R×W,Rn), (9)

where R := (−∞,+∞), Rn is a product space of

n copies of R, W is an open subset from Rn con-

taining the origin (i.e., 0 ∈ W ), C(R ×W,Rn) is

the space of all continuous functions f : R×W 7→
Rn equipped with compact open topology. This

topology is defined by the following distance

ρ(f, g) :=
+∞∑

k=1

1

2k

ρk(f, g)

1 + ρk(f, g)
, (10)

where ρk(f, g) := max{|f(t, x)− g(t, x)| : (t, x) ∈
[−k, k]×Wk}, where {Wk} is a family of compact

subsets from W with the properties: Wk ⊂ Wk+1

for all k ∈ N and
⋃+∞

k=1 Wk = W and | · | is a

norm on Rn. Denote by (C(R×W,Rn),R, σ) the

shift dynamical system on the space C(R×W,Rn)

(dynamical system of translations or Bebutov’s

dynamical system), i.e., σ(τ, f) := fτ for all τ ∈
R and f ∈ C(R×W,Rn), where fτ(t, x) := f(t +

τ, x) for all (t, x) ∈ R×W .

Below we will use the following conditions:



(A): for all (t0, x0) ∈ R+ × W the equation (9)

admits a unique solution x(t; t0, x0) passing

through point x0 at the moment t0 and de-

fined on R+, i.e., x(t0; t0, x0) = x0, where

R+ := [0,+∞);

(B): the hand right side is positively compact,

ifthe set Σ+
f := {fτ : τ ∈ R+} is a relatively

compact subset of C(R×W,Rn);

(C): the equation

y′ = g(t, y) (g ∈ Ωf) (11)

is called a limiting equation for (9), where

Ωf is the ω-limit set of f with respect to

shift dynamical system (C(R ×W,Rn),R, σ),

i.e., Ωf := {g : there exists a sequence {τk}
such that fτk → g as k →∞};

(D): equation (9) is regular (or its hand right side

f), if for all g ∈ H+(f) the equation

y′ = g(t, y) (12)



admits a unique solution ϕ(t, x0, g) defined

on R+ with initial condition ϕ(0, x0, g) = x0

for all x0 ∈ W , where H+(f) := {fτ : τ ∈ R+}
and by bar is denote the closure in the space

C(R×W,Rn);

(E): equation (9) admits a null (trivial) solution,

i.e., f(t,0) = 0 for all t ∈ R+;

(F): a function f satisfies to local (respectively,

global) Lipschitz condition, if there exists a

function L : R+ 7→ R+ (respectively, a posi-

tive constant L) such that

|f(t, x1)− f(t, x2)| ≤ L(r)|x1 − x2| (13)

(respectively, |f(t, x1) − f(t, x2)| ≤ |x1 − x2|)
for all t ∈ R+ and x1, x2 ∈ W with |x1|, |x2| ≤
r for all r > 0 (respectively, for all x1, x2 ∈
W ).

The trivial solution of equation (9) is said to be:

1. uniformly stable, if for all positive number ε

there exists a number δ = δ(ε) (δ ∈ (0, ε))



such that |x| < δ implies |ϕ(t, x, fτ)| < ε for

all t, τ ∈ R+;

2. uniformly attracting, if there exists a positive

number a

lim
t→+∞

|ϕ(t, x, fτ)| = 0 (14)

uniformly with respect to |x| ≤ a and τ ∈ R+;

3. uniformly asymptotically stable, if it is uni-

formly stable and uniformly attracting.

Theorem 1. (Sell, 1971) Let f ∈ C(R×W,Rn)

be a regular function and f is positively pre-

compact. If the trivial solution of (9) is uni-

formly uniformly asymptotically stable, then the

following statements hold:

1. for every ε > 0 there exists a δ(ε) ∈ (0, ε)

such that |x| < δ implies |ϕ(t, x, g)| < ε for all

t ∈ R+ and g ∈ H+(f);



2. there exists a positive number a such that

lim
t→+∞

|ϕ(t, x, g)| = 0 (15)

uniformly with respect to |x| ≤ a and g ∈
H+(f).

Theorem 2. (Sell, 1971) Let f ∈ C(R×W,Rn)

be a regular function and f is positively pre-

compact. Assume further that

1. the trivial solution of (9) is uniformly stable;

2. there exists a positive constant a such that

equality (15) takes place uniformly with re-

spect to |x| ≤ a and g ∈ Ωf .

Then the trivial solution of equation (9) is uni-

formly asymptotically stable.



4.- G. Sell’s Conjecture for

Non-Autonomous ODEs

G. Sell’s conjecture (G. Sell, Ch.VIII,p.134).

Let f ∈ C(R×W,Rn) be a regular function and f

be positively pre-compact. Assume that W con-

tains the origin 0 and f(t,0) = 0 for all t ∈ R+.

Assume further that there exists a positive num-

ber a such that the equality (15) takes place

uniformly with respect to |x| ≤ a and g ∈ Ωf .

Then the trivial solution of (9) is uniformly as-

ymptotically stable.

The positive solution of G. Sell’s conjecture was

obtained by Z. Artstein (1978) and Bondi P. et

all (1977).

Remark 1. Bondi P. et all (1977) proved this

conjecture under the additional assumption that

the function f is local Lipschitzian.

2. Artstein Z. (1978) proved this statement

without Lipschitzian condition. In reality he proved

a little bite more general affirmation. Namely,

he supposed that only limiting equations for (9)



are regular, but the function f is not obligatory

regular.

5.- G. Sell’s Conjecture for

Non-Autonomous Dynamical Systems

Let T1 ⊆ T2 ⊆ S be two sub-semigroups of S
and ((Y,T2, σ) be a dynamical system on metric

space Y . Recall that a triplet 〈W, ϕ, (Y, T2, σ)〉
(or shortly ϕ), where W is a metric space and ϕ

is a mapping from T1×W ×Y into W , is said to

be a cocycle over (Y,T2, σ) with the fiber W , if

the the following conditions are fulfilled:

1. ϕ(0, u, y) = u for all u ∈ W and y ∈ Y ;

2. ϕ(t + τ, u, y) = ϕ(t, ϕ(τ, u, y), σ(τ, y)) for all

t, τ ∈ T1, u ∈ W and y ∈ Y ;

3. the mapping ϕ : T1 ×W × Y 7→ W is contin-

uous.

Example 6 (Bebutov’s dynamical system) Let

X, W be two metric space. Denote by C(T ×



W, X) the space of all continuous mappings f :

T × W 7→ X equipped with the compact-open

topology and σ be the mapping from T×C(T×
W, X) into C(T ×W, X) defined by the equality

σ(τ, f) := fτ for all τ ∈ T and f ∈ C(T ×W, X),

where fτ is the τ-translation (shift) of f with

respect to variable t, i.e., fτ(t, x) = f(t + τ, x)

for all (t, x) ∈ T × W . Then the triplet (C(T ×
W, X),T, σ) is a dynamical system on C(T×W, X)

which is called a shift dynamical system (dynam-

ical system of translations or Bebutov’s dynam-

ical system).

A function f ∈ C(T ×W, X) is said to be recur-

rent with respect to time t ∈ T uniformly with

respect to spacial variable x ∈ W on every com-

pact subset from W , if f ∈ C(T × W, X) is a

recurrent point of the Bebutov’s dynamical sys-

tem (C(T×W, X),T, σ).

Example 7 Consider differential equation (9) with

regular second right hand f ∈ C(R × W,Rn),

where W ⊆ Rn. Denote by (H+(f),R+, σ) a

semi-group shift dynamical system on H+(f)

induced by Bebutov’s dynamical system (C(R×



W,Rn),R, σ), where H+(f) := {fτ : τ ∈ R+}. Let

ϕ(t, u, g) a unique solution of equation

y′ = g(t, y), (g ∈ H+(f)),

then from the general properties of the solutions

of non-autonomous equations it follows that the

following statements hold:

1. ϕ(0, u, g) = u for all u ∈ W and g ∈ H+(f);

2. ϕ(t + τ, u, g) = ϕ(t, ϕ(τ, u, g), gτ) for all t, τ ∈
R+, u ∈ W and g ∈ H+(f);

3. the mapping ϕ : R+ × W × H+(f) 7→ W is

continuous.

From above it follows that the triplet 〈W, ϕ,

(H+(f), R+, σ)〉 is a cocycle over (H+(f), R+,

σ) with the fiber W ⊆ Rn. Thus, every non-

autonomous equation (9) with regular f natu-

rally generates a cocycle which plays a very im-

portant role in the qualitative study of equation

(9).



Suppose that W ⊆ E, where E is a Banach space

with the norm | · |, 0 ∈ W (0 is the null element

of E) and the cocycle 〈W, ϕ, (Y, T2, σ)〉 admits a

trivial (null) motion/solution, i.e., ϕ(t,0, y) = 0

for all t ∈ T1 and y ∈ Y .

The trivial motion/solution of cocycle ϕ is said

to be:

1. uniformly stable, if for all positive number ε

there exists a number δ = δ(ε) (δ ∈ (0, ε))

such that |x| < δ implies |ϕ(t, u, y)| < ε for all

t ≥ 0 and y ∈ Y ;

2. uniformly attracting, if there exists a positive

number a such that

lim
t→+∞

|ϕ(t, u, y)| = 0 (16)

uniformly with respect to |u| ≤ a and y ∈ Y ;

3. uniformly asymptotically stable, if it is uni-

formly stable and uniformly attracting.



G.Sell’s conjecture for cocycle. Suppose that

〈W, ϕ, (Y, T2, σ)〉 is a cocycle under (Y,T2, σ) with

the fiber W and the following conditions are ful-

filled:

1. the cocycle ϕ admits a trivial motion/solution;

2. the space Y is compact;

3. there exists a positive constant a such that

(16) takes place uniformly with respect to

|u| ≤ a and y ∈ JY , where JY is Levinson cen-

ter (maximal compact invariant set) of com-

pactly dissipative dynamical system (Y,T2, σ);

Recall [5] that a triplet 〈(X,T1, π), (Y,T2, σ), h〉 is

said to be a NDS, where (X,T1, π) (respectively,

(Y,T2, σ)) is a dynamical system on X (respec-

tively, Y ) and h is an homomorphism from (X,

T1, π) onto (Y, T2, σ).

Note that every cocycle 〈W, ϕ, (Y, T2, σ)〉 natu-

rally generates a NDS. In fact. Let X := W × Y



and (X,T1, π) be a skew-product dynamical sys-

tem on X (i.e., π(t, x) := (ϕ(t, u, y), σ(t, y)) for

all t ∈ T1 and x := (u, y) ∈ X), then the triplet

〈(X,T1, π), (Y,T2, σ), h〉, where h := pr2 : X 7→ Y

is the second projection (i.e., h(u, y) = y for all

u ∈ W and y ∈ Y ), is a NDS.

Let (X, h, Y ) be a vectorial bundle. Denote by

θy the null element of the vectorial space Xy :=

{x ∈ X : h(x) = y} and Θ := {θy : y ∈ Y } is the

null section of (X, h, Y ).

Consider a NDS 〈(X,T1, π), (Y,T2, σ), h〉 on the

vectorial bundle (X, h, Y ). Everywhere in this

talk we suppose that the null section Θ of (X, h, Y )

is a positively invariant set, i.e., π(t, θ) ∈ Θ for

all θ ∈ Θ and t ≥ 0 (t ∈ T1).

The null (trivial) section Θ of NDS 〈(X,T1, π),

(Y, T2, σ), h〉 is said to be:

1. uniformly stable, if for every ε > 0 there ex-

ists a δ = δ(ε) > 0 such that |x| < δ implies

|π(t, x)| < ε for all t ≥ 0 (t ∈ T1);



2. attracting, if there exists a number ν > 0

such that B(Θ, ν) ⊆ W s(Θ), where B(Θ, ν) :=

{x ∈ X| |x| < ν};

3. uniform attracting, if there exists a number

ν > 0 such that

lim
t→+∞

sup{|π(t, x)| : |x| ≤ ν} = 0;

4. asymptotically stable (respectively, uniformly

asymptotically stable) if, Θ is uniformly sta-

ble and attracting (respectively, uniformly

attracting).

Let (Y,T2, σ) be a compactly dissipative dynami-

cal system, JY its Levinson center and 〈(X,T1, π),

(Y,T2, σ), h〉 be a NDS. Denote by X̃ := h−1(JY )

= {x ∈ X : h(x) = y ∈ JY }, then evidently the

following statements are fulfilled:

1. X̃ is closed;



2. π(t, X̃) ⊆ X̃ for all t ∈ T1 and, consequently,

on the set X̃ is induced by (X,T1, π) a dy-

namical system (X̃,T1, π));

3. the triplet 〈(X̃,T1, π), (JY ,T2, σ), h〉 is a NDS.

G.Sell’s conjecture for NDS. Suppose that

〈(X,T1, π), (Y,T2, σ), h〉 is a NDS and the follow-

ing conditions are fulfilled:

1. the null/trivial section Θ of (X, h, Y ) is a

positively invariant set;

2. the space Y is compact;

3. the null section Θ̃ of the NDS 〈(X̃,T1, π),

(JY ,T2, σ), h〉 is uniformly attracting.

Then the the trivial section Θ of NDS 〈(X,T1, π),

(Y,T2, σ), h〉 is uniformly asymptotically stable.

The main goal of this talk is a positive answer

to G.Sell’s conjecture for general NDS (the both



with continuous and discrete time) and appli-

cation this result to different classes of differ-

ential/difference equations (ODEs, FDEs, DEs,

some classes of PDES).

6.- Some Applications

Applying the general results obtained in this talk

we will obtain a series of results for equation (9).

Below we formulate some of them.

ODEs in Banach space

Let E be a Banach space. Consider differential

equation (9) on the space E.

Theorem 8 Assume that the following condi-

tions are fulfilled:

1. the function f is regular;

2. the set H+(f) is compact;

3. f(t,0) = 0 for all t ∈ R+;



4. There exists a neighborhood U ⊂ E of the
origin 0 and a positive number l such that
the set ϕ(l, U, H+(f)) is relatively compact;

5. there exists a positive number a such that

lim
t→+∞

sup
|v|≤a,g∈Ωf

|ϕ(t, v, g)| = 0. (17)

Then the null solution of equation (9) is uni-
formly asymptotically stable.

Remark 9 If the space E is finite-dimensional,
then Theorem 8 coincides with the result of Art-
stein Z. and Bondi P. et all because in this case
the cocycle ϕ associated by equation (9) is local
compact.

Theorem 10 Let f ∈ C(R × E, E). Under the
conditions of Theorem 8 the null solution of
equation (9) is globally asymptotically stable if
and only if the following conditions hold:

1.

lim
t→+∞

sup
|v|≤a,g∈Ωf

|ϕ(t, v, g)| = 0



for every a > 0;

2. for every v ∈ E and g ∈ H+(f) the solution

ϕ(t, v, g) of equation (12) is relatively com-

pact on R+.

Theorem 11 Suppose that the following con-

ditions are fulfilled:

1. the function f ∈ C(R × W, E) is recurrent

with respect to t ∈ R uniformly with respect

to spacial variable u on every compact from

W ;

2. f(t,0) = 0 for all t ∈ R+;

3. the function f is regular;

4. the cocycle ϕ associated by equation (9) is

asymptotically compact, i.e., the sequence

{ϕ(tn, vn, gn)} is relatively compact,if it is bo-

unded, for all tn → +∞ and (vn, gn) ∈ W ×
H+(f) with bounded sequence {vn} ⊆ W ;



5. the null solution of equation (9) is uniformly

stable;

6. there exists a positive number a such that

lim
t→+∞

sup
|u|≤a

|ϕ(t, u, f)| = 0.

Then the null solution of equation (9) is asymp-

totically stable.

Difference equations

Consider a difference equation

u(t + 1) = f(t, u(t)), (18)

where f ∈ C(Z×W, E).

Along with equation (18) we consider the family

of equations

v(t + 1) = g(t, v(t)), (19)

where g ∈ H+(f) := {fτ : τ ∈ Z+} and by bar is

denoted the closure in the space C(Z × W, E).

Let ϕ(t, v, g) be the unique solution of equa-

tion (19) with initial data ϕ(0, v, g) = v. Denote



by (H+(f),Z+, σ) the shift dynamical system on

H+(f), then the triplet 〈W, ϕ, (H+(f),Z+, σ)〉 is

a cocycle (with discrete time) over (H+(f),Z+, σ)

with the fiber W .

Theorem 12 Let f ∈ C(Z×W, E). Assume that

the following conditions are fulfilled:

1. the set H+(f) is compact;

2. f(t,0) = 0 for all t ∈ Z+;

3. there exists a neighborhood U of 0 and a

positive number l such that ϕ(l, U, H+(f)) is

relatively compact;

4. there exists a positive number a such that

lim
t→+∞

sup
|v|≤a,g∈Ωf

|ϕ(t, v, g)| = 0.

Then the null solution of equation (18) is uni-

formly asymptotically stable.



Functional-differential equations (FDEs) with

finite delay

Let r > 0, C([a, b],Rn) be the Banach space of

all continuous functions ϕ : [a, b] → Rn equipped

with the sup–norm. If [a, b] = [−r,0], then we

set Cr := C([−r,0],Rn). Let σ ∈ R, A ≥ 0 and

u ∈ C([σ − r, σ + A],Rn). We will define ut ∈ Cr

for all t ∈ [σ, σ + A] by the equality ut(θ) :=

u(t + θ), −r ≤ θ ≤ 0. Consider a functional

differential equation

u̇ = f(t, ut), (20)

where f : R× Cr → Rn is continuous.

Denote by C(R×C,Rn) the space of all continu-

ous mappings f : R× C 7→ Rn equipped with the

compact open topology. On the space C(R ×
C,Rn) is defined a shift dynamical system (C(R×
C,Rn),R, σ), where σ(τ, f) := fτ for all f ∈ C(R×
C,Rn) and τ ∈ R and fτ is τ-translation of f , i.e.,

fτ(t, φ) := f(t + τ, φ) for all (t, φ) ∈ R× C.

Let us set H+(f) := {fs : s ∈ R+}, where by bar

we denote the closure in C(R× C,Rn).



Along with the equation (20) let us consider the

family of equations

v̇ = g(t, vt), (21)

where g ∈ H+(f).

A function f ∈ C(R×Cr,Rn) (respectively, equa-

tion (20)) is called regular, if for v ∈ Cr and

g ∈ H+(f) equation (21) admits a unique so-

lution passing through v at the initial moment

t = 0.

Below, in this subsection, we suppose that equa-

tion (20) is regular.

It is well known that the mapping ϕ : R+×Cr ×
H+(f) 7→ Rn possesses the following properties:

1. ϕ(0, v, g) = u for all v ∈ Cr and g ∈ H+(f);

2. ϕ(t + τ, v, g) = ϕ(t, ϕ(τ, v, g), σ(τ, g)) for all

t, τ ∈ R+, v ∈ Cr and g ∈ H+(f);

3. the mapping ϕ is continuous.



Thus, a triplet 〈Cr, ϕ, (H+(f),R+, σ)〉 is a cocy-

cle which is associated to equation (20).

Lemma 13 Suppose that the following condi-

tions hold:

1. the function f ∈ C(R×W, C) is regular;

2. the set H+(f) is compact;

3. the function f is completely continuous, i.e.,

the set f(R+×A) is bounded for all bounded

subset A ⊆ C.

Then the cocycle ϕ associated by (20) is com-

pletely continuous, i.e., for all bounded subset

A ⊆ W there exists a positive number l = l(A)

such that the set ϕ(l, A, H+(f)) is relatively com-

pact in C.

Theorem 14 Assume that the following condi-

tions are fulfilled:



1. the function f is regular;

2. the set H+(f) is compact;

3. f(t,0) = 0 for all t ∈ R+;

4. there exists a positive number a such that

lim
t→+∞

sup
|v|≤a,g∈Ωf

|ϕ(t, v, g)| = 0. (22)

Then the null solution of equation (20) is uni-

formly asymptotically stable.

The null solution of equation (20) with f ∈
C(R× C, C) is said to be globally asymptotically

stable if it is asymptotically stable and

lim
t→+∞

|ϕ(t, v, g)| = 0

for all (v, g) ∈ C ×H+(f).

Theorem 15 Let f ∈ C(R × C, C). Under the

conditions of Theorem 14 the null solution of



equation (20) is globally asymptotically stable if

and only if the following conditions hold:

1.

lim
t→+∞

sup
|v|≤a,g∈Ωf

|ϕ(t, v, g)| = 0

for every a > 0;

2. for every v ∈ E and g ∈ H+(f) the solution

ϕ(t, v, g) of equation (21) is bounded on R+.

Theorem 16 Suppose that the following con-

ditions are fulfilled:

1. the function f ∈ C(R×C, C) is recurrent with

respect to t ∈ R uniformly with respect to

spacial variable u on every compact from C;

2. f(t,0) = 0 for all t ∈ R+;

3. the function f is regular;



4. the null solution of equation (20) is uni-

formly stable;

5. there exists a positive number a such that

lim
t→+∞

sup
|u|≤a

|ϕ(t, u, f)| = 0.

Then the null solution of equation (20) is as-

ymptotically stable.

Neutral functional-differential equations

Now consider the neutral functional-differential

equation

d

dt
Dut = f(t, ut), (23)

where f ∈ C(R × C, C) and the operator D :

C 7→ Rn is atomic at zero. Like (20), equation

(23) generates a NDS 〈(X,R+, π), (Y,R+, σ), h〉,
where X := C × Y, Y := H+(f), and π := (ϕ, σ).

An operator D is said to be stable, if the zero

solution of difference equation Dyt = 0 is uni-

formly asymptotically stable.



Lemma 17 Let H+(f) be compact. Then the

NDS (X,R+, π), (Y,R, σ), h〉 generated by equa-

tion (23) is asymptotically compact.

Theorem 18 Suppose that the following con-

ditions are fulfilled:

1. the function f ∈ C(R×C, C) is recurrent with

respect to t ∈ R uniformly with respect to

spacial variable u on every compact siubset

from C;

2. f(t,0) = 0 for all t ∈ R+;

3. the function f is regular;

4. the null solution of equation (23) is uni-

formly stable;

5. there exists a positive number a such that

lim
t→+∞

sup
|u|≤a

|ϕ(t, u, f)| = 0. (24)



Then the null solution of equation (23) is as-

ymptotically stable, i.e., there exists a positive

number δ such that lim
t→+∞

|ϕ(t, v, g)| = 0 for all

|v| < δ and g ∈ H+(f).

Semi-linear parabolic equations

Let H be a separable Hilbert space with inner

product 〈·, ·〉 and the norm | · |2 := 〈·, ·〉, and A

be a self-adjoint operator with domain D(A).

An operator is said to have a discrete spectrum

if in the space H, there exists an ortho-normal

basis {ek} of eigenvectors, such that 〈ek, ej〉 =

δkj, Aek = λkek (k, j = 1,2, . . .) and 0 < λ1 ≤
λ2 ≤ . . . , λk ≤ . . ., and λk → +∞ as k → +∞.

One can define an operator f(A) for a wide class

of functions f defined on the positive semi-axis

as follows:

D(f(A)) := {h =
∑∞

k=1 ckek ∈ H : (25)
∑∞

k=1 ck[f(λk)]
2 < +∞},

f(A)h :=
∑∞

k=1 ckf(λk)ek, h ∈ D(f(A)).(26)



In particular, we can define operators Aα for all

α ∈ R. For α = −β < 0 this operator is bounded.

The space D(A−β) can be regarded as the com-

pletion of the space H with respect to the norm

| · |β := |A−β · |.

The following statements hold:

1. The space F−β := D(A−β) with β > 0 can

be identified with the space of formal series∑∞
k=1 ckek such that

∞∑

k=1

ckλ
−2β
k < +∞;

2. For any β ∈ R, the operator Aβ can be de-

fined on every space D(Aα) as a bounded

operator mapping D(Aα) into D(Aα−β) such

that

AβD(Aα) = D(Aα−β), Aβ1+β2 = Aβ1Aβ2.

3. For all α ∈ R, the space F := D(Aα) is a sep-

arable Hilbert space with the inner product

〈·, ·〉α := 〈Aα·, Aα·〉 and the norm |·|α := |Aα·|.



4. The operator A with the domain F1+α is a

positive operator with discrete spectrum in

each space Fα.

5. The embedding of the space Fα into Fβ for

α > β is continuous, i.e., Fα ⊂ Fβ and there

exists a positive constant C = C(α, β) such

that | · |β ≤ C| · |α.

6. Fα is dense in Fβ for any α > β.

7. Let α1 > α2, then the space Fα1 is com-

pactly embedded into Fα2, i.e., every se-

quence bounded in Fα1 is relatively compact

in Fα2.

8. The resolvent Rλ(A) := (A−λI)−1, λ 6= λk is

a compact operator in each space Fα, where

I is the identity operator.

According to (25) we can define an exponential

operator e−tA, t ≥ 0, in the scale spaces {Fα} .

Note some of its properties:



a. For any α ∈ R and t > 0 the linear operator

e−tA maps Fα into
⋂

β≥0
Fβ and

|e−tAx|α ≤ e−λ1t|x|α
for all x ∈ Fα.

b. e−t1Ae−t2A = e−(t1+t2)A for all t1, t2 ∈ R+;

c.

|e−tAx− e−τAx|β → 0

as t → τ for every x ∈ Fβ and β ∈ R;

d. For any β ∈ R the exponential operator e−tA

defines a dissipative compact dynamical sys-

tem (Fβ, e−tA);

e.

|Aαe−tAh| ≤
[(

α−β
t

)α−β
+ (27)

λ
α−β
1

]
e−tλ1|Aβh|, α ≥ β

||Aαe−tA|| ≤
(

α
t

)α
e−α, t > 0, α > 0.



Consider an evolutionary differential equation

u′ + Au = F (t, u) (28)

in the separable Hilbert space H, where A is

a linear (generally speaking unbounded) posi-

tive operator with discrete spectrum, and F is a

nonlinear continuous mapping acting from R×Fθ

into H, 0 ≤ θ < 1, possessing the property

|F (t, u1)− F (t, u2)| ≤ L(r)|Aθ(u1 − u2)| (29)

for all u1, u2 ∈ Bθ(0, r) := {u ∈ Fθ : |u|θ ≤ r}.
Here L(r) denotes the Lipschitz constant of F

on the set Bθ(0, r).

A function u : [0, a) 7→ Fθ is said to be a mild so-

lution (in Fθ) of equation (28) passing through

the point x ∈ Fθ at moment t = 0 (notation

ϕ(t, x, F )) if u ∈ C([0, T ],Fθ) and satisfies the

integral equation

u(t) = e−tAx +
∫ t

0
e−(t−τ)AF (τ, u(τ))dτ

for all t ∈ [0, T ] and 0 < T < a.

Under the conditions listed above, there exists a

unique solution ϕ(t, x, F ) of equation (29) pass-

ing through the point x at moment t = 0, and



it is defined on a maximal interval [0, a), where

a is some positive number depending on (x, F ).

Denote by C(R×Fθ, H) the space of all continu-

ous mappings equipped with the compact open

topology and by (C(R × Fθ, H),R, σ) the shift

dynamical system on C(R×Fθ, H).

A function F ∈ C(R×Fθ, H) is said to be regular

if for all v ∈ Fθ and G ∈ H+(F ), where by bar

is denote the closure in the space C(R×Fθ, H),

there exists a unique (mild) solution ϕ(t, v, G) of

equation

u′ + Au = G(t, u) (30)

defined on R+ and passing through the point v

at moment. Denote by (H+(F ),R+, σ) a shift

dynamical system on H+(F ) induced by (C(R×
Fθ, H),R, σ). From general properties of solu-

tions of evolution equation (28) it follows that

the triplet 〈Fθ, ϕ, (H+(F ), R+, σ)〉 is a cocycle

over (H+(F ),R+, σ) with the fiber Fθ.

Lemma 19 Under the conditions listed above,

if the function F is regular and the set H+(F )



is compact, then the cocycle ϕ associated by

equation (28) is completely continuous.

Theorem 20 Assume that the following condi-

tions are fulfilled:

1. the function F is regular;

2. the set H+(F ) is compact;

3. F (t,0) = 0 for all t ∈ R+;

4. there exists a positive number a such that

lim
t→+∞

sup
|v|≤a,G∈ΩF

|ϕ(t, v, G)| = 0. (31)

Then the null solution of equation (28) is uni-

formly asymptotically stable.

Theorem 21 Let F ∈ C(R× Fθ, H). Under the

conditions of Theorem 20 the null solution of

equation (28) is globally asymptotically stable if

and only if the following conditions hold:



1.

lim
t→+∞

sup
|v|≤a,g∈Ωf

|ϕ(t, v, g)| = 0

for every a > 0;

2. for every v ∈ Fθ and G ∈ H+(F ) the solution

ϕ(t, v, G) of equation (30) is bounded on R+.

Theorem 22 Suppose that the following con-

ditions are fulfilled:

1. the function F ∈ C(R × Fθ, H) is recurrent

with respect to t ∈ R uniformly with respect

to spacial variable u on every compact subset

from W ⊆ Fθ;

2. F (t,0) = 0 for all t ∈ R+;

3. the function F is regular;

4. the null solution of equation (28) is uni-

formly stable;



5. there exists a positive number a such that

lim
t→+∞

sup
|u|≤a

|ϕ(t, u, F )| = 0.

Then the null solution of equation (28) is as-

ymptotically stable.
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